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Hilchot Ishut- Laws of marriage 
 to marry with formal ketubah and sanctify via kiddushin 
No premarital sex or adultery 
Not to deny her food, clothing, and marital relations 
To be fruitful and multiply 
 
Hilchot Gerushin- Laws of Divorce 
Hilchot Yibbum VaChalitzah- laws to Yibbum and Chalitzah 
Hilchot Na’arah Betulah- Laws of Virgin Maidens 
Hilchot Sotah- Laws of adultery 
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Responsa (She'elot u-teshuvot, questions and answers). "Responsa are the responses 
of Torah scholars to questions of Jewish Law posed to them both by [laypersons] and 
experts. These scholars apply the law and philosophy of Judaism to the changing 
circumstances of Jewish life [from] technological and social innovations to medical 
issues and other aspects of contemporary living," not covered by the Laws in the 
Hebrew Bible and the Talmudic literature 
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And in translation (verses 17-21): 
 
17) Hashem spoke to Moshe, saying: 
 
18) Speak to the Children of Israel and say to them: “As you come into the land into 
which I am bringing you there. 
 
19) When you eat of the bread of the land, you shall offer up a gift (terumah) to 
Hashem. 
 
20) [From] the first of your dough, you shall offer up a cake (challah) as a gift 
(terumah); like the gift of the threshing-floor, so you shall offer it up. 
 
21) From the first of your dough, you shall give to Hashem an offering, throughout 
your generations.”  
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It is a positive commandment to separate a portion that is raised up from the 
dough and given to a priest, as Numbers 15:20 states, “raise up the first of your 
dough the challah as an offering. According to Sciptural law, the first portion does not 
have a minimum measure. Instead even if one set aside a portion the size of a barle 
corn, he has exempted the entire dough, when a person designates his entire dough 
as challah, his deeds are of no consequence unless he leaves a portion of it for 
himself. 
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One who purchases bread from a baker is obligated to separate challah . He may 
separate a portion from bread freshly taken from the oven for bread that has cooled 
or from bread that has cooled for bread freshly taken from the oven. This applies 
even with regard to many trays of bread 
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(1) With what may we light [the sabbath lamp] and with what may we not light? 
We may not light with cedar bast, uncombed flax, floss-silk, willow bast, desert 
silk, nor seaweed. Nor [may we use light [with pitch, wax, cottonseed oil, oil that 
must be destroyed by burning, fate from sheeps’ tails, nor with tallow, Nachum 
the Mede says: We may light with boiled tallow. But the Sages say: Whether it is 
boiled or it is not boiled, we may not light with it. 

(2)  We may not light on Yom Tov with oil that must be destroyed by burning. Rabbi 
Yishmael says: We may not light with tar, out of respect for the honor due the 
Sabbath. But the Sages permit lighting  with all these oils, with sesame oil, nut oil, 
radish oil, fish oil, gourd oil, tar, or naphtha. Rabbi Tarfon says: We may light only 
with olive oil. 

(3)  We may not light with any product of a tree, with the exception of linen. And no 
tree-product can contract contamination from sheltering [a contaminated object] 
with the exception of linen. If a wick was made from a cloth that was twisted but 
not singed- Rabbi Eliezer says: It accepts contamination and we may not light with 
it. Rabbi Akiva says: It does not accept contamination and we may light with it. 

(4)  One may not pierce an egg shell, fill it with oil, and put it over the mouth of a 
lamp so that the oil will drip down, even if [the container is] of earthenware. 
Rabbi ehudah permits this. But if the potter originally attached it, it is permitted 
because it is a single vessel. One may not  fill a bowl with oil, put it next to a lamp, 
and put the end of the wick into the bowl so that it will draw oil. Rabbi Yehudah 
permits this. 
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(5)  If one extinguishes a lamp because he fears idolaters, bandits, melancholia, or so 
that a sick person can fall asleep, he is not liable. But if he does so to spare the 
lamp to spare the oil or to spare the wick he is liable. Rabbi Yose absolves in all 
these cases, except that of the wick, because he makes it into charcoal. 

(6)  For the three transgressions women die during childbirth, for being careless 
regarding the laws of menstration, the tithe from dough, and kindling the Sabbath 
light. 

(7)  A person must say 3 things  in his home on the eve of the sabbath just before 
dark: Have you tithed? Have you prepared an eruv? Kindle the Sabbath lights. If 
there is a doubt whether it is dark or it is not dark, we may not tithe definetly 
untithed produce, we may not immerse vessels and we may not kindle the lights; 
but we may tithe questionable produce, make an eruv, and insulate hot food 
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The Magen Avraham Orach Chaim 282:6 derives from the Yom HaKahal that women 
are obligated to hear the weekly readings of the Torah.  Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch Chajes 
(Maharatz) cites the Taz and offers and interesting proof to verify his explanation 
from the aforementioned case of the woman who approached R. Eliezer with a 
question regarding the sin of the Egel HaZahav. The Maharatz points out that perhaps 
the Rabbi Eliezer refused to respond to her question only because to do so would 
have required an analytical  explanation of the text.  R. Eliezer Rokeach author of 
Maase Rakeach agrees with the TAZ. He concludes that the primary issur involved is 
the study of the oral torah which lends itself to technical hairsplitting and hence the 
possibility of misinterpretation or misures to which women “are prone.” The written 
torah he says was prohibited according to the Rambam as a result of a gezerah if we 
permit woment o study the written torah, they would be curious to study the oral 
torah, which is forbidden.  This eventually would exist only where a woman studies 
the written torah in a manner which itself is analytical. However women may study 
the simple meaning of the text.  
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Yiddish folk saying related to zivugim  
(1) afile in gan-eydn iz oykh nit gut tzu zayn aleyn; es iz beser tzu zayn a por [even in 
heaven it is not good to be alone: better to be a pair] 
(2) early to rise and early to wed no harm done 
[free oyfshteyn un free khasene hobn, shat nit. 
(3) you and i are a happy pair, without you I fizzle out and am nothing [ikh mit dir 
zaynen a gliklekhe por; on dir plots ikh un ikh bin gornisht.] 
 (4) when a couple fights it cools their anger [az me bezert zikh on geyt op der kaas] 
(5) delay is good for cheese but not for a wedding 
[opleygn iz nor gut for kez, ober nit far a khasene] 
 
(6) the husband who doesn't belive in G-d should have a devout wife [ver gleyt nit in 
Got darf hobn a frum vayb] 
 (7)a home without a wife is like a wagon without wheels [a shtub on a vayb iz vi a 
vogn on reder] 
 (8) better to lose with a wise man than to win with a fool [beser mit a klugn tzsu 
farlirn eyder mit a nar tsu gevinen] 
 (9) a man should ask for 3 things; a good wife, a good year, a good dream [ der man 
zol betn far dray zakhn; a gute vayh, a gutn yor, un a gutn kholem] 
 (10) there is no one more devoted than one's wife [ es iz nito kayner vos iz mer 
ibergegebn vi di eyene vayh] 
 (11) there are no secrets from one's wife [fun di eygene vahb iz nito kayn soydes.] 
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 (12) good will toward others is the best charity 
[der guter viln izz di beste tsodeke] 
 (13) if the will is strong one will achieve it 
[az der viln iz shtark, vet men es dergreykhn] 
(14) when the bride and groom are kissing, the matchmakers can go home [ ven 
khosn-kale kushn zikh shoyn, megn di shatkhonim geyn aheym] 
(15) between and wife and husband words should be weighed not counted [tsvishn 
vayb und man dorf men verter vegn nit tseyln] 
 (16) when he love shis wife, he also loves her family 
[az men hot lib dos vayb hot men oykh lib ir mishpokhe] 
 (17) when the wife is like a queen, the husband is like a king 
[az dos vayb iz a malke, iz der man a meylekh] 
 (18) wives can lead to good, or mislead, but either way they lead 
[vayber firn tsum gutn oder tsum beyzn, say vi say, farfirn zey 
 (19) if it is not what one wishes, then one must want what it is [az es iz nit vos me vil, 
muz men vln vos es makht zikh] 
 (20) not all that you know may you say 
[nit alts vos du veyst megst du zogn] 
 (21) two things must be protected: a bride and groom 
[tsvey zakhn muz men bavorenen: a kale un a khosn 
 (22) there are things that a wife must not show even to her husband [es zenen zakhn 
vos men tor afile dem eygenem man nit vayzn 
 (23) weigh advice from friends 
[batrakht di eytse fun fraynt. 
 (24) don't be too sweet or they will eat you up; don't be too bitter or they will spit 
you out. 
zay nit tsu zis, me zol dikh nit oyfesn; zay nit tsu bitter, men zol dikh nit oys -shpayen 
 (25) a dream is 1/2 a prophecy 
a kholem iz a halb nevue 
 (26) someone who finds fault with everything will complain the bride is too beautiful 
di kale iz tsu sheyn, zogt eyner was gefint a khisorn mit altsding 
27) a married daughter is like bread sliced from the loaf, she can't be reattached to 
her parents 
[an oysgegeben, tokhter iz vi an opgeshnitn shtik broyt; zi ken zikh shoyn mer nit 
tzurik tsuklepn tsu di eltern 
(28) why doe sthe bear dance? because he doesn't have a wife? 
farvos tanst der ber? Vayl er hot nit kayn vayb 
 
(29) as with a cholent, so with an engaged couple one does not look too closely 
In a tsholnt un in a shidukh kukt men nit tsufil arayn 
(30)  passion and desire have an iron will 
der yeytser-hore hot an ayzenem viln 
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 (31) although the bride is bashful and coy, she likes her fun 
di kale shemt zikh take, ober hanoe hot zi 
 (32) the bride always wants her new family to be like her own family 
fun vos far a mishpokhe di kale kumt aroys, in aza mishpokhe, vintsht zi vider 
arayntsukumen 
 (33) praise me and I praise you; we belong to the same union 
loyb du mikh un ikh vel loybn dikh; beyde zenen mir fun eyn tsekh 
 (34) not what is beautiful is loved, but what is loved is beautiful 
nit dos vos iz sheyn iz lib, nor dos vos iz lib, iz sheyn 
 (35) love me a little , but love me always 
Hob mikh veynik lib, nor hob mikh lang lib. 
 (36) where there is love and affaction it is never too crowded or lonely 
Vu es iz libshaft un varemakayt dort iz kayn mol engshaft oder elentkayt 
 (37) between husband and wife only god can judge 
Tsvisn man un vab iz nor Got a shoyfet 
 (38) silence is a fence around wisdom 
shtilkayt iz di fartsamung arum khokme 
 (39) marriage makes an old maid a young wife 
nokh der khasen vert on alt meydl a yunge vaybl 
(40) little girls break toys; big girls break your heart 
kleyne meydlekh tsubrekhn di tsatskes; groyse meydlekh tsubrekhn di harts. 
 (41) you can't dance at two weddings at the same time 
me ken nit tantsn oyf tsvey khasenes in der zelber tsayt 
 (42) they live together like two turtle doves 
zey lebn tsuzamen vi tsvey tobn 
 
(43) let us talk about more cheerful things 
lomir redn fun freylekhe zakhn 
 
(44) luck doesn't stay around so use it without delay 
[dos mazl lozt nit lang mit zikh shpiln; darf men es glaykh nutsn 
 (45) when one needs brains, brawn won't help 
von men darf hobn moyekh, helft nit kayn koyekh 
 (46) God gives us two ears and one mout so we can hear more and talk less 
Got hot gegebn dem mentschn tsvey oyern un eyn moyl az der mentsch zol mer hern 
un veyniker redn 
 (47) by the day they are ready for divorce, by night they are ready for bed 
bay tog tsum get, bay nakht tsum bet 
 (48) if you want to you can move the whole world 
az me vil ken men iberkern di gantse velt 
 (49) when you fight leave the door open for making up 
az du krigst zikh, krig zikh azoy az du zolst zikh kenen iberbetn 
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(50) goodness is better than piety 
gutskayt iz beser fun frumkayt 
(51) the first fight is the best fight 
der ershter broygez iz der bester broygez 
 
(52) its good to look upon a beautiful person, but better to live with a wise smart one 
oyf a sheynem perzon iz gut tsu kukn, mit a klugn iz gut tsu lebn 
 
(53) Lets talk with a purpose as between friends 
Lomir redn takhlis, vi  tsvishn fraynt. 
 
(54) As friends lets live, and let live 
Alts fraynt darf men lebn un lozn lebn 
 
(55) if there is a will there’s a way; you just have to want to do it 
Oyh me vil can men gefinen a veg; me darf nor veln dos ton 
 
(56) why does  a bride who looks forward to her wedding begin to weep as she walks 
to the canopy? 
Vi farshteyt men a meydl vos vart mit freyd oyf irk hosen un ir khosen un veynt az zi 
geyt tsu der khupe? 
 
(57) silence is golden 
Shvaygn iz gold’n 
 
(58) a girl doesn’t have to be pretty if she has charm 
A meydl darf nit zany sheyn eby zi hot kheyn 
 (59) when the bride is refined the wife is a little dove 
 
Ven di meydl iz di vaybl a taybl 
 
(60) the bride pinches her cheeks to make them pink when she stands under the 
canopy 
Di kale knaypt di bakn abi di farb zol shteyn ven zi iz unter der khupe 
(61) keep on trying and you will be happy 
Me dreyt zikh un me freyt zikh 
(62) that’s how the cookie crumbles 
Azoy vert dos kikhl tsebrokhn 
(63) the face tells the secret 
Dos ponim zogt oys dem sod 
(64) making a living depends on the husband’s luck and rearing children depends on  
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the wife’s 
Parnose iz inem man’s mazl, kinder zaynen inem vayb’s mazl 
(65) Only a stone should be alone 
Nor a shteyn zol zany aleyn 
(66) to our friendship may we live long and laugh often 
Tsu unzer frayntschaft; lomir lebn lang un lakhn of 
(67) you should live and be well 
Du zolst lebn un gezunt zany 
(68) wisdom is better than riches; wisdom is precious 
Khokhme iz beser fun raykhkayt; khokhme iz tayer 
(69)     life is the greatest bargain we get it for nothing 
(70)     dos lebn iz di greste metsie; men krigt dos umzist 
(71) If one has luck one can do anything 
Alts ken men ton eyb me hot mazl 
 
  
 
(72)better to make a good wish for yourself than a bad wish for another 
beser tzu makhn a gutn vintsh far zikh eyder a shlekhtn vintsh far yenem 
(73)keep yourself in mind and you will forget the unpleasantness of others 
Hob zikh in zinen vest du fargesn on yene vos zaynen beyz 
(74)A husband is what he is not what he has been 
A man iz vos er iz, nit vos er iz geven 
(75)a husband is sometimes as strong as iron, sometimes as weak as a fly 
a man iz a mol shtarker fun ayzn, un a mol shlof vi a flig 
(76)He who asks for directions doesn’t get lost 
Er vos fregt di onfirung farblondzhet nit 
(77) the tongue is a person’s greatest enemy 
Di tsung iz dem mentschn’s grester soyne 
(78)you can’t make cheesecakes out of snow 
Gomolkes ken men nitmakhn fun shney 
(79)where you need sugar, salt won’t do 
Vu me darf  hobn tsuker, toyg nit kayn zalts 
(80)time is the best healer 
di tsayt iz der bester dokter 
(81)time is more precious than money 
di tsayt iz tayerer fun gelt 
(82)a joke is a half-truth 
a kotoves iz a halber emes 
(83)whoever eats lots of pudding will live a long time  
ver es est lang kugl lebt lang 
(84)rich relatives are close; poor ones are distant 
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Raykhe kroyvim zaynen noent; oreme kroyvim vayt 
(85)a mother in law forgets that she was once a daughter in law 
di shviger fargest az zi iz a mol aleyn geven a shnur 
(86)silence is good, but speech is even better 
shvaygn iz gut, redn iz nokh beser 
(87)for the sake of peace one may even tell a lie 
Fun sholem vegn meg  men afile a lign zogn 
(88)when you enjoy a friend’s wedding, you will live to enjoy your own 
az me freyt zikh mit yenem’s khasen derlebt men di eygene 
(89)it is never too late to get married 
es iz keyn mol nit tsu shpet khasene hobn 
(90)after the wedding its too late to have regrets 
Nokh der khasen iz tsu shpet di kharote 
(91)prayers go up to heaven; blessings come down to earth 
di tfiles geyen aroyf tsum himl; un die brokhes geyen arop tsum erd 
(92)a little charm and you are not ordinar 
a bisseleh chain iz shoin nit gemain 
(93)an ugle patch is nicer than a pretty hole 
a mi’ese late iz shneer vi a shaineh loch 
(94)one always thinks that others are happy 
ainem dacht zich az bei yenem lacht zich 
 
  
 
(95)no answer is also an answer 
nit kain entfer iz oich an entfer 
(96)you can’t ride in all directions at one time 
me ken nit foren oif alleh yariden oif ain mol 
(97)better the devil you know than the devil you don’t 
besser mint taivel vos m’ken eider mint taivel vos m’ken im nit 
(98)if your going to do something wrong enjoy i 
az me est chazzer, zol rinnen iber de bord 
(99)when you look to the heights hold on to your hat 
az du kukst oif hoicheh zachen, halt tsu dos hitl 
(100)                   a wise man knows what he says, a fool says what he knows 
a kluger vaist vos er zogt, a nar zogt vos er vais 
(101)                   don’t rub your belly when the little fish is still in the pond 
patsh zich nit in beicheleh ven fisheleh zeiner noch in teicheleh 
(102)                   a penny at hand is worth a dollar at a distance 
a noenter groshen iz besser vi a veiter kerbel 
(103)                   a meowing cat can’t  catch mice 
a katz vos m’yavket ken kain meiz nit chapen 
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(104)                   all that glitters is not gold 
nit als vos glanst iz gold 
(105)                   trying to outsmart everybody is the greatest folly 
vellen zein kliger fun alleh iz di gresteh narishkeit 
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Malbim: (10) As most commentaries note this section of Mishlei is an mushal. The 
human intellect is depicted as the King that is to rule within a person and his 
primary undeveloped soul is conceived as a woman wed to the king, because she 
listens to him. Of a materialistic nature, the primary undeveloped soul (or element of 
the psyche) is essentially inimical to spirituality. It can be prepared, however, to yield 
to instructive ideas of moral wisdom and goodness, either by nature or by effort. 
Such a pliant soul is denoted a s “a woman of valor,” which the intellect “finds”, for 
this is indeed  a find, an instance of good fortune without effort. Generally, however, 
“her price is beyond pearls”: A primary undeveloped sould can be evolved into a 
good, harmonious element of the psyche only through inner battle with the intellect. 
Metaphorically, one must cross distant oceans and plumb the water’s depths to find 
its pearls, the good hidden faculties and powers that are latent in the psyche- and 
bring them to the surface of consciousnes behavior.  (11) The heart is the governing 
force in the psyche, to regulate the primary undeveloped sould under the guidance of 
the intellect (the royal husband). If the primary soul is recalcitrant, it will yield only 
sporadically to dscipline and then regress to amorality, making the individual lose 
what his intellect has gained from the Torah’s moral laws. With a “woman of valor”, 
and obedient primary soul, a person can feel secure that there will be no such loss of 
moral progress in unresolved  inner conflicts. (12) Though it has elements of good, 
yet having experienced primarl sin, a primary soul will sometimes fall prey to its evil 
elements, especially in the years of unruly youth. A good heedful primary soul 
however can make for a consistent life of descent moral behavior. (13)  Good  
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character traits and virtues are depicted as clothing for the soul, to be realized and 
acquired through proper action and behavior. Virtuous actions and good deeds are 
consequently described as wood and flaxen cloths. A good, compliant primary soul 
seeks and welcomes good deeds, to acquire its garments of praiseworthy character 
traits; it does not have to be coerced and compelled to become inured to virtuous 
actions. (14) Factual, worldly education can be acquired by trading in human 
experience, gaining knowledge by knowledge as it were to profit in one’s 
development. One must embark on the high seas of this profound wide ranging 
knowledge to bring such “food from afar” for the soul for the soul; for the faculties of 
wisdom, intellect and spiritual awareness are innately distant from the physical world 
Though normally the primary soul is prone to cravings and evil desires, a good soul, 
purified of such tendencies will “sail forth” unimpeded, flag unfurled, into the sea of 
valid knowledge.(15) In this world of the light of intellectua nd spirtuality is greatly 
darkened b the physical human condition. A good soul, however will arise from its 
torpor in the dark of night of earthly existence and give the food of Torah study to her 
household the faculties of the intellect and understanding, and rations of observance 
of religious commandments and moral precepts for the training of the “maids” the 
physical self and its natural tendencies. (16) By nature the primary soul is able and 
willing to “plant Divine seeds” of good action in the psyche if the human being does 
his farming properly by moral study and conduct, and then there is a harvest of 
reward in the world to come for all his good deeds. The field of study and mental 
growth is symbolized a vineyard in which proper conceptions are “planted” to 
develop into an essential part fo the psyche, which remains through eternity. (17) 
Intellectual pursuits in religious development are akin to walking to proceed steadily 
from concept to concept. The good soul “girds her loins” so that the indidvidual can 
make steady gains in his understanding. As regards action, the performance of the 
Torah’s commandments and good deeds, “She makes her arms strong” and enables 
the individual to act forthrightly unhampered by laziness or reluctance. (18) As it 
progresses well toward its own perfection a good soul wishes to improve others too, 
both in their moral understanding, and in their actions to gain profit by selling the 
merchandise that it has found so good. Thus a great abiding merit is earned as the 
individual shares in the reward that others gain by their moral progress, and so “her 
lamp will not go out in the night” of terminated life: After his death, such an 
individual’s good and religious deeds, and the Torah he taught, will continue to cast 
their influence like a shining light. 
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The mission of the Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance is to expand the spiritual, ritual, 
intellectual and political opportunities for women within the framework of halakha. 
We advocate meaningful participation and equality for women in family life, 
synagogues, houses of learning and Jewish communal organizations to the full extent 
possible within halakha. Our commitment is rooted in the belief that fulfilling this 
mission will enrich and uplift individual and communal life for all Jews. 
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http://www.mayan.org/ 
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http://www.iwn.org.il/ 
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Kolech, founded in 1998, is the first Orthodox Jewish feminist organization in Israel.  
Kolech aims to increase public awareness and bring about change in Israeli religious 
society.  It seeks to disseminate the values of gender equality and mutual respect, to 
encourage equal opportunities for women in the public arena, including the 
advancement of women's rights in religious and halachic spheres. Kolech encourages 
greater equality for women in matters of personal status, such as marriage and 
divorce, and is in the forefront of an uncompromising battle against all forms of 
gender violence. 
  
Kolech today is one of Israel's most prominent feminist organizations as well as an 
influential leader in Modern Orthodox society. 
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http://www.jwi.org/ 
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